We explain the nature of the electronic energy gap and optical absorption spectrum of carbon-boronnitride (CBN) monolayers using density functional theory, GW and Bethe-Salpeter calculations. The band structure and the optical absorption are regulated by the C domain size rather than the composition (as customary for bulk semiconductor alloys). The C and BN quasiparticle states lie at separate energy for C and BN, with little mixing for energies near the band edge where states are chiefly C in character. The resulting optical absorption spectra show two distinct peaks whose energy and relative intensity vary with composition in agreement with the experiment. The monolayers present strongly bound excitons localized within the C domains, with binding energies of the order of 0.5-1.5 eV dependent on the C domain size. The optoelectronic properties result from the overall monolayer band structure, and cannot be understood as a superposition of the properties of bulklike C and BN domains.
Recently, two-dimensional (2D) materials with a finite band gap and high carrier mobility have been synthesized and characterized, chiefly in view of their use in optoelectronic devices [1, 2] . Among these, monolayers of hybridized carbon and boron nitride (CBN) present highly appealing optoelectronic properties due to their tunable electronic energy gap, physically deriving from the large energy gap difference between pure hexagonal BN (h-BN, energy gap E g > 5:0 eV) and graphene, a semimetal with zero energy gap [3] . The C and BN phases are immiscible in 2D, leading to phase separation in the sheet with formation of distinct C and BN domains [1] .
The optical absorption spectrum of CBN measured in the recent work from Li et al. [1] shows two main absorption edges located (using Tauc's extrapolation procedure [4] ) at around 1.6 and 4.5 eV for a sample with 65% C content, while for a higher C concentration such absorption peaks were shifted to lower energies. These two features were attributed to the existence of C and h-BN domains large enough to resume their individual band gap identities, rather than behave as a CBN alloy [1] .
The electronic band gap of the CBN monolayer has been calculated for different C and BN domain geometries including quantum dots and superlattices, using tightbinding and density functional theory (DFT) calculations [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . These geometries can only approximate on a local scale the experimental structure of disordered C and BN domains synthesized in Ref. [1] .
For quantum dot geometries, the band gap tunability arises due to confinement in both dimensions [8] , but DFT level calculations were only applied to limited domain sizes up to approximately 1 nm, well below the experimental value. CBN 2D superlattices, modeled as alternating C and BN stripe domains within the monolayer, can provide band gap values closer to experiment due to lack of confinement in both dimensions. Previous results have addressed the band gap tunability as a function of composition [6] rather than domain size, or the differences between hydrogenated C nanoribbons and C nanoribbons formed within CBN superlattices [5, 12] . However, a detailed interpretation of the experimental optical absorption spectrum in Ref.
[1] for disordered CBN and its connection to the calculated band structure has been lacking.
Here we shed light on the optoelectronic properties of CBN monolayers and show that the double optical peak measured by Ci et al.
[1] is inherently related to the overall band structure of the CBN system. Such excitation peaks are not due to large C and BN domains, but rather to the near absence of the mixing of C and BN states at the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM). This generates two distinct sets of optical transitions: low energy transitions between C states near the band gap resulting in bound bright excitons localized within the C domains, and higher energy transitions from states that are mostly BN-like in character and lie deeper within the conduction and valence bands.
In addition, we demonstrate that C domain size rather than monolayer chemical composition regulates the CBN band structure and optical absorption. This is in contrast with the well-known behavior of bulk semiconductor alloys whose energy gap varies continuously with the concentration of the composing elements [13] . We also find large corrections to the DFT band gaps using GW calculations and strongly bound excitons, both effects contributing to an optical absorption spectrum similar to the random-phase approximation (RPA) DFT spectrum due to large error compensations in the latter.
We carried out ab initio DFT calculations using the QUANTUM ESPRESSO code [14] separately on CBN superlattices with armchair and zigzag edges. An orthorhombic unit cell was adopted for the armchair structure and a hexagonal unit cell was used for the zigzag case ( Fig. 1) . A vacuum spacing of 15 # A was used in the direction perpendicular to the sheet to avoid spurious interaction with the image system. We employed a total number of 8 or 16 C and BN atom rows in the unit cell ( Fig. 1 ) in distinct sets of calculations. In this way, electronic structure data are available for a given composition for two different values of C domain sizes. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange correlation functional [15] is adopted and ultrasoft pseudopotentials [16] are used to describe the core electrons. A kinetic energy cutoff of 35 Ry was used for the plane-wave basis set and of 200 Ry for the charge density. Converged Monkhorst-Packk-point grids [17] of 3 Â 3 Â 1 and 15 Â 5 Â 1 were used for the zigzag and armchair cases, respectively.
The GW and Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) calculations [18] were performed on three armchair cases [19] with different C concentrations using the Yambo code [20, 21] . Briefly, a plasmon-pole model was adopted for the dielectric function and cutoff energies of 35 and 5 Ry were used, respectively, for the exchange and correlation part of the self-energy; the Coulomb interaction was truncated in the direction perpendicular to the sheet to avoid spurious interactions with the image system. The GW calculations were performed without self-consistency in the Green's function and the screened Coulomb interaction (G 0 W 0 approximation scheme). A total number of 300 bands (> 150 empty bands) was used, together with a convergedk-point grid of 16 Â 6 Â 1. Both DFT and GW levels of theory were employed in combination with RPA or BSE calculations to compute the optical absorption spectra. Figure 1(a) shows the evolution of the DFT band gap as a function of C concentration for armchair and zigzag superlattices with a total of 8 and 16 atom rows in the simulation cell. As the C concentration is increased, the energy gap decreases from 4.6 eV for pure h-BN to zero for pure graphene, with a sudden drop to <2:0 eV following the introduction of a single C row, as observed in previous work [5] . For a given composition, the two cases with different number of atom rows give different band gap values; the same band gap value for the two systems is found when comparing superlattices with the same number of C rows (and thus same C domain size). For example, the arrows in Fig. 1 (a) point to structures with three C rows, corresponding to different concentrations for systems with a total of 8 and 16 rows in the unit cell, and yet showing the same energy gap to within 0.1 eV. This behavior is observed for all such pairs of structures with the same number of C rows, both for the armchair and the zigzag cases.
A more detailed analysis of the DFT electronic structure is presented in Fig. 2 , where the CBN systems are labeled C x ðBNÞ ð8ÀxÞ for superlattices with x carbon rows out of a total of 8 rows in the unit cell. A direct band gap was found for all the armchair and zigzag systems studied, thus justifying the high optical absorption observed experimentally. In the armchair cases shown here, the band gap closes progressively for increasing C concentrations but the formation of the Dirac cone only occurs when 1-2 residual BN rows are present, as seen by the increasing dispersion in the Y-À direction (normal to the domain edge) resulting in the closure of the gap at the equivalent of the K point of the hexagonal lattice [22] . We interpret this behavior as a sign of the incipient delocalization of the VBM and CBM states when the system is close to being a sheet of pure graphene.
The projected density of states (PDOS) shows that for all the compositions studied, the states with energy near the gap are mainly due to C, while states farther in energy from the gap result from the hybridization of C and BN atomic orbitals. The zigzag case shows analogous behavior (see Supplemental Material [23] ), with subtle differences in the band gap closing near the pure C composition that occurs through a band-crossing mechanism for the formation of the Dirac cone at the K point, causing the slight bump seen in the band gap values in Fig. 1(a) at large C fractions.
The dependence of the band gap on the C domain size, rather than on the overall CBN layer composition [23] , can be regarded as an electronic size effect, whereby the C states near the band gap are confined by an effective quasiparticle barrier within the conduction and valence bands formed by the BN states, as seen by the analysis of the PDOS. Nevertheless, the detail of the edge type and binding at the CBN interface is also relevant to determine the specific value of the gap (and consequently of the optical properties), as shown by the different band gap values for the zigzag and armchair cases. Next, we analyze the results from the GW and BSE calculations. For the three armchair cases studied with beyond-DFT methods, we found quasiparticle (GW) band gap values significantly higher than the DFT gap (Table I) , with corrections in the range of 0.7-1.9 eV. On the other hand, the optical gap (GW-BSE) values were found to be within 0.4 eV of the DFT gaps due to large exciton binding energies in the range of 0.7-1.5 eV (Table I) , inferred from the difference between the quasiparticle (GW) and optical (GW-BSE) gaps.
The DFT-RPA absorption spectra for the armchair [Fig. 3(a) ] and zigzag (see Supplemental Material [23] ) cases show two absorption peaks resulting from the DFT band structures in Fig. 2 , with transitions due to the direct band gap along the Y-À direction (low energy absorption onset) and to the direct gap from higher energy states formed at the X point. These two features are retained in the GW-BSE spectrum [ Fig. 3(b) ] and can be interpreted as the reason for the two absorption peaks observed experimentally in the work of Ci et al. [1] .
The GW-BSE spectrum contains information about two important physical effects: the opening of the quasiparticle gap due to electron-electron interactions at the GW level of theory, causing by itself an almost rigid blueshift of the absorption spectrum [GW-RPA curve in Fig. 3(b) ], and the formation of bound excitonic states resulting in a redshift of the spectrum back to energies similar to the DFT-RPA approximation level, as seen in the GW-BSE spectra in Fig. 3(b) . This explains the excellent qualitative agreement of the DFT-RPA optical absorption spectrum seen in Fig. 3(b) , due to a compensation of significant errors within DFT.
Consistent with the experiments by Ci et al.
[1], for increasing C concentrations both absorption peaks are redshifted and their relative intensity varies, thus showing the tunability of the optical properties of the CBN sheet. By comparing with Ref.
[1] where systems with over 65% C concentration show an optical gap of 1.5 eV, we infer that such a low energy absorption edge arises from small C domains with at least one dimension of 1-2 nm length. We note, however, that the Tauc's extrapolation procedure [4] used in Ref.
[1] can lead to significant errors in the estimation of the absorption onset. Our results suggest that the experimental spectrum should be regarded as formed by the superposition of the spectra shown in Fig. 3 weighted for the different C domain sizes present in the system, justified by the absence of a well-defined low energy peak in the experimental absorption data [1].
The exciton wave function obtained within the BSE framework [ Fig. 3(c) ] is found to be confined by an effective quasiparticle gap at the CBN interfaces. When the hole is fixed in a given position within the C domain, the electron wave function localizes within the same C domain, which is compatible with the presence of VBM and CBM states with C character, and BN-like states farther in energy from the gap. Such delocalized, yet strongly bound bright excitons are a unique feature of nanoscale systems that has been predicted previously for 1D armchair graphene nanoribbons [24] . In summary, we elucidate the mechanisms underlying the band gap formation and optical processes including absorption and excitons in the CBN monolayer. We find that the energy gap is uniquely regulated by the size of the C domains regardless of the overall system composition, a trend in clear contrast with the behavior of bulk semiconductor alloys. The absorption spectra of CBN monolayers show two main absorption peaks whose strength and position depend on the C domain size, with transitions between the VBM and CBM states contributing to the low energy absorption onset and to the formation of strongly bound excitons within the C domains. Large quasiparticle and excitonic corrections show that DFT calculations are inadequate to predict the experimental behavior of 2D CBN alloys. The unique dependence of the band gap and absorption spectrum on domain size rather than concentration opens new possibilities for band gap engineering and for optoelectronic and photovoltaic applications distinct from those existing for h-BN and graphene. Similar tunable optoelectronic properties and large excitonic effects have been observed recently for MoS 2 monolayers [25, 26] . This new family of 2D nanomaterials constitutes a novel playground for optoelectronic and excitonic devices.
M. B. acknowledges funding from Intel through the Intel Ph.D. Fellowship. We wish to thank NERSC for providing computational resources. for increasing sizes of the C domain, for the armchair structures with 8 atom rows shown in Fig. 1(a) . The two absorption peaks redshift and vary their relative strength for an increasing C domain size as indicated by the arrows. (b) Comparison of absorption spectra for the armchair structures discussed in Table I . The imaginary part of the dielectric tensor (averaged for the three directions) is shown for different levels of approximation including DFT-RPA, GW-RPA, and GW-BSE. (c) Exciton wave function for the C 4 ðBNÞ 4 armchair superlattice. Shown is the probability density distribution for the electron (isosurface plot, shown in green online) that localizes within the C domain when the hole position is fixed in the middle of the C domain (shown as a magenta spot online). The atoms coloring follows the legend in Fig. 1(b) .
